
Translating the Subject – Year 9 English Language and Literature 

 

What will you see in English lessons? 
 
Reading 
Active reading (engaging with texts before responding);; 
Analysis (identification of features plus speculation about effects);; 
Evaluation (informed judgements on a text);; 
Critical and personal responses (wider considerations of characters, events, themes, or events 
and their implications/impact); 
Contextual considerations (making links between texts and their social/moral/historical/personal contexts); 
SPaG considerations 
Rapid Reading programme (with set 5 students in X and Y bands)  
. 
Writing 
Planning (generation of ideas); 
Writing (developing ideas, using plans); 
Checking and improving (SPaG+ - including vocabulary choices and sentence types/lengths; 
Free writing in journals.  

What formative assessment will you see in English?  
 
Self and peer assess assessment (marked in the margin as ‘S’ and ‘P’ 
respectively).  
 
Bespoke green slips, reflecting recent learning. 
 
Class feedback grids.  
 

What will you see in students’ English books?  
 
In exercise books, texts which have been analysed and written responses to fiction, non-fiction, and/or 
literary non-fiction texts or extracts from texts. 
Plans for writing and ideas developed from those plans. 
There may also be sample paragraphs, and possibly longer answers, explored to support learning, as well as 
shared paragraphs (marked as ‘class’ in margins) produced collaboratively as a group.  
When exam skills have been practised, the top right-hand corner of pages will be coloured to reflect the skill 
used. A key to skills and colours is in exercise books.  
Half termly reflection on progress in skills will be evident from October 2021.  
Assessment folders contain summative assessment work and students’ reflection on work produced in exam 
conditions.  
Students may also produce written work in journals and explore texts in scrap books (all students from 
September 2022; years 9 and 10 from September 2021. 
There may also be sample paragraphs, and possibly longer answers, explored to support learning, as well as 
shared paragraphs produced collaboratively as a class.  
 
 
 

What are the faculty reading and discussing, and why? 
 
‘Teach Like A Writer’ by Jennifer Webb. The teaching of writing skills 
presents us with unique challenges, so this book has provoked interesting 
discussions as well as inspiring new teaching approaches.   
Most of us regularly engage with contemporary media texts, especially 
newspapers.  
Some of us are also regular readers of memoirs and biographies as well as 
true crime stories.  
As teachers of literature, we read a wide range of texts to develop our 
knowledge of the literary cannon as well as literary and genre fiction 
related to the texts we are currently teaching, or recommending, to 
students. 
Some colleagues are dedicated readers of contemporary literary fiction; 
others fans of genre fiction, especially historical fiction, dystopia, crime, 
and fantasy. We have occasional readers of poetry amongst us too. 
Active discussions are also taking place to decide on ‘group read’ texts for 
the intervention groups being run from the LRC.  

 


